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Attachments:  
 

 

WHITMER #13: 

17 FEB 2021 

. . . . . Gary M. Northington #193035 

. . . . . Cotton Correctional Facility 

. . . . . 3510 N. Elm 

. . . . . Jackson, MI 49201 

 

GRETCHEN WHITMER, Governor 

P.O. Box 30013 

Lansing, MI 48909 

 

RE: DEMONRAT RANCOR INCITES CIVIL UNREST 

 

Dear Governor WHITMER: 

 

*** You, your family and I may differ in some politics but we could likely discuss matters 

without "cutting each others throats" (figure of speech). I may likewise differ with Donald 

TRUMP. On 07 FEBRUARY 2021, Representative Dusty JOHNSON said DEMONRATS' 

RANCOR toward and refusal to discuss with opponents may cause CIVIL WAR, as said 

herein. 

 

A. UNBRIDLED DEMONRATS INCITING CIVIL WAR: 

 

*** Huey LONG, a MODERATE and FINANCIALLY CONSERVATIVE DEMOCRAT (like 

you) said: "If the U.S. ever ends up with a fascist government, it will be under the guise of anti-

fascism". Applying this to DC DEMONRAT ideology: 

(a) CANCEL CULTURE/WOKISM IS MISOGYNY, RACISM and SEXISM under the guise 

of ANTI-RACISM and ANTI-SEXISM (Wokism is an abhorrent French ideology of altering 

language that even the French reject when U.S. wokists return it to France.). This caused 

RACISM that may become CIVIL WAR; and 

(b) "PROGRESSIVISM" is "INCREMENTALISM" of the MARXIST MANIFESTO intended 

to control a Generally Dumb Public (GDP), dumbed down by programming in the educational 

Skinner's Box of the Public Fool System (B.F. Skinner's daughter, raised in such box, died by 

suicide at 19 upon seeing reality; Psych 201). This causes despair and/or hostility, then WAR. 

 

B. UNHINGED MARXIST PSYCHOPATHS OF DC: 

 

*** DC DEMONRATS refusing civil discussion with opponents are PSYCHOPATHS who 

demand full submission to their MARXIST PROGRESSIVE IDEOLOGY and 



TOTALITARIAN CONTROL. They are like serial killers and serial rapists, ignorant of their 

TWISTED IDEOLOGY, who don't have compassion for others (not to be confused with real 

DEMOCRATS or REPUBLICANS). Examples of such PSYCHOPATHY are: 

(a) Adam SCHIFF and Nancy PELOSI inciting a FALSE RUSSIAN COLLUSION agenda and 

2020 IMPEACHMENT where SCHIFF daily emerged from classified briefings with lies that he 

had "positive evidence" of Donald TRUMP COLLUDING with RUSSIA where 12 

DEMOCRAT FBI INVESTIGATORS proved this false; 

(b) PELOSI pursuing said false IMPEACHMENT while 

delaying a COVID-19 Relief Bill 9-months for families who were starving and homeless; 

(c) Governor Andrew CUOMO killing 15,000 nursing home residents while falsely saying he 

managed the COVID-19 Pandemic well and "Who cares" about the deaths, when President 

TRUMP gave CUOMO 2,000 fully-staffed hospital beds that CUOMO did not use because of 

political animosity; 

(d) Nancy PELOSI not letting the Naval College Graduate son of Claudia TENNEY observe 

TENNEY being sworn-in as New York Republican Representative because of PELOSI's 

PSYCHOPATHIC hatred toward those of a different ideology; and, inter alia, 

(e) the 11 FEBRUARY 2021 DEMONRAT IMPEACHMENT TEAM MANUFACTURING 

FALSE EVIDENCE against TRUMP of forged emails and falsely photoshopped videos. 

 

C. TIP OF AN APPROACHING ICEBERG: 

 

*** In 2017 to 2021: Joe BIDEN and DEMONRAT HATERS spent years falsely accusing 

Donald TRUMP and 77-million voters which is the typical MARXIST trait of falsely accusing 

opponents of what DEMONRATS do, and they threatened violence upon them. From 10 

JANUARY to 14 FEBRUARY 2021, Nancy PELOSI and House DEMONRATS spouted 

baseless rancor of Congressional Republicans being, "the enemy within", "attempting to bring 

guns into Congress to kill Democrats", etc. This is DEMONRATS seeing largely pacifist 

Republicans through the "evil-colored glasses" of DEMONRATS own evil intent. To wit, 

DEMONRATS intend to use force on Republicans which is why DEMONRATS now want 

National Guard troops on Capitol Hill to be BOLSHEVIK enforcers. This is probative of 

DEMONRATS seeking PSYCHOPATHIC Authoritarian seizure of power like 3rd World 

BOLSHEVIKS. 

 

*** The WOLVERINE WATCHMAN EVENT and 06 JANUARY RIOT are the tip of a once 

distant ICEBERG which DEMONRAT HATERED, RANCOR AND SLANDER now pulls 

closer. DEMONRATS asked People to believe REPUBLICANS are NAZIS, TERRORISTS 

and WHITE SUPREMACISTS NEEDING to be BRAINWASHED in REEDUCATION 

CAMPS. MANY opponents MAY BECOME REVOLUTIONARIES AGAINST such 

DEMONRAT RANCOR. It's the old philosophy of: "BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU ASK FOR 

BECAUSE YOU MIGHT GET IT!!!" 

 

D. CLASS-BASED WARFARE BY DC DEMONRATS: 

 

*** In 1974: The now Senator Chuck SCHUMER and his RACIST friends attempted to force 2 

black families to move out of public housing in SCHUMER's New York neighborhood. 

SCHUMER told his friend, "Get me elected and I'll pass a law for renovation of the area so we 



can raise rent too high for them to afford to live there". The black families were moved out and 

their housing was renovated. However, to the dismay of RACIST SCHUMER and friends, the 

Black families came up with funds to make the higher rent payments and moved back in to their 

old residence. Senator SCHUMER's past false front of using guise of legislation to help but that 

actually harms minorities is typical of his and other DEMONRATS' hidden agenda of using 

legislation to help that actually harms minorities and enslaves them on the DEMONRAT 

WELFARE PLANTATION. 

 

*** There may not be much time for you to reel in the uncivilized DC DEMONRATS. They 

need to be educated with civilized BIBLICAL PRINCIPLES. PLEASE RUN FOR OFFICE IN 

DC and CLEAN-UP THE MESS!!! 

 

Sincerely, 

 

/s/ Gary M. Northington 

 

-------------------- 

 

Dear Rudy: 

 

Did I do okay on this Whitmer #13? Will the DEMONRAT LAWYERS go to jail for 

manufacturing false evidence at the Senate IMPEACHMENT event? PRAY FOR GOD'S 

WILL!!! 

 

G in Whitmigan. 

 


